
MARRIAGE AND CIVIL PARTNERSHIP (SCOTLAND) BILL 

ANONYMOUS SUBMISSION 

How would you characterise your views on the Bill in general? 

In opposition 

How would you characterise your views on the introduction of same sex 
marriage, so that same sex couples can marry each other? 

In opposition 

ï‚„ Redefining marriage is unnecessary and   a distraction from matters which are 
of   importance to the people of Scotland, such as   the economy and health.   ï‚„ It is 
not clear what new legal rights, if any,   same-sex couples would receive which they 
do   not already have through civil partnerships.  ï‚„ Marriage predates law, nation 
and church.   Although matrimonial law has been   tweaked over the years, the law 
has never   fundamentally altered the essential nature   of marriage: a lifelong 
commitment between   one man and one woman. The plan to   redefine marriage is 
therefore radical and   unprecedented.   ï‚„ Same-sex marriage focuses on the 
rights of   adults. But marriage, as it has been understood   throughout history, has 
been about much   more than the love between two people. As   an institution it 
incentivises a man and woman   to not only commit to one another but to any   
children their union may create.   ï‚„ Once you start unpicking one aspect of the   
definition of marriage, it can unravel further.   In Canada and in some US states, 
where   marriage has been redefined, attempts have   been made to legalise 
polygamy.1   In Brazil, a   three-way relationship was given marriagelike recognition, 
and the same is true of the   Netherlands.2 

How would you characterise your views on putting belief celebrants on the 
same footing as religious celebrants? 

In opposition 

How would you characterise your views on the arrangements for authorising 
celebrants to solemnise opposite sex and same sex marriage (including the 
opt-in procedures)? 

Neither 

How would you characterise your views on civil partnerships changing to 
marriages?  

In opposition 

How would you characterise your views on allowing civil marriage ceremonies 
to take place anywhere, other than religious premises, agreed between the 
couple and registrar? 

In support 



How would you characterise your views on allowing the religious and belief 
registration of civil partnerships? 

In opposition 

How would you characterise your views on allowing transgender persons to 
stay married when obtaining a full Gender Recognition Certificate, which 
provides legal recognition in the acquired gender? 

Neither 

Would you like to comment on the wider issue of protections for those in 
society who may have concerns about same sex marriage? 

Churches and celebrants who refuse to   â€˜marryâ€™ same-sex couples will be 
susceptible   to litigation. In England, a homosexual   couple are already planning to 
go to court   to force churches to host gay weddings.3  Ultimately this matter may be 
decided by the   European Court of Human Rights, and any   attempted protections 
in Scottish law could   be overturned. There is no guarantee that, at   some future 
date, the Court will not rule that   religion and belief celebrants must either   
solemnise all â€˜marriagesâ€™ or cease to marry   people altogether.   ï‚„ Several 
cases in the European Court of Human   Rights show that the Article 9 right to 
freedom   of thought, conscience and religion does   not provide protection when 
there is conflict   between Article 9 and other rights.4  ï‚„ Equality laws have led 
to nearly all of Britainâ€™s   faith-based adoption agencies shutting down   or 
dropping their religious ethos. A recent   challenge involved a Scottish adoption 
agency   who were told to end their pro-marriage policy   by the charity law regulator 
because of alleged   discrimination.  5  Human rights law has not   protected such 
adoption agencies.  ï‚„ People who have a conscientious objection   and who 
work in the public sector may lose   their jobs or be unable to work in certain   
professions if they refuse to endorse samesex marriage. Conscience clauses should 
be   introduced in employment and equality laws   to allow employees who believe in 
marriage,   as it is currently defined, not to be forced to   participate in same-sex 
marriage ceremonies   or to express approval of marriage between   two people of 
the same sex.   ï‚„ Believing in the current definition of marriage   must not be used 
by public sector employers   to dispute or question the equality and   diversity 
credentials of existing or prospective   employees.  ï‚„ The law makes space for 
doctors to opt-out   of abortions if they conscientiously object to   it. Similarly, 
registrars should be prevented   from solemnising same-sex marriage if it goes   
against their consciences.  ï‚„ While the law requires schools to provide   
religious education, it also protects atheist   teachers from being compelled to teach 
it.   Similar space should be given to teachers who,   for religious convictions or 
otherwise, do not   feel able to teach about same-sex marriage.   ï‚„ Charity law 
should be amended to ensure that   disagreement with same-sex marriage is not   
used to remove charitable status from religious   and other charities, so that e.g. 
religious   groups will not lose their charitable status if   they are unwilling to 
â€˜marryâ€™ same-sex couples.  ï‚„ Many parents will have deeply-felt views 
about   their children being taught about same-sex   marriage in the classroom. The 
law should not   undermine these views but should protect   parentsâ€™ right to 
withdraw their children. Many   will be unaware what their children are being   taught 
so they should have a legal right to   know when such lessons will take place.   ï‚„



 The Public Sector Equality Duty says that   public authorities must have 
â€œdue regardâ€•   to â€œthe need to remove or minimise   disadvantages 
suffered by persons who   share a relevant protected characteristic (e.g.   sexual 
orientation) that are connected to that   characteristic.â€• There must be protections 
in   equality law to ensure that those religious   groups that oppose the new definition 
of   marriage are not treated less favourably by   public authorities, such as being 
refused   contracts, grants or use of facilities.  ï‚„ People should not be 
prevented from   fostering or adopting simply because they   hold traditional views 
about marriage. The   Government is considering making this   clear through 
amending guidance, but it is   something that should be secured through   legislative 
change, not just guidance. 

Would you like to comment on the wider issue of freedom of speech? 

The issue of freedom of speech in this context   is crucial because it is the 
expression of beliefs   about marriage that tends to get people   into trouble. Aside 
from a declaratory clause   which has no practical impact (Clause 13), the   
Governmentâ€™s Bill does not address this issue.   More robust safeguards are 
needed to ensure   that no person will be compelled to express   agreement with a 
same-sex marriage or be   punished for expressing their disagreement   with it.  ï‚„
 People who support the long-standing   law of marriage are now often 
accused of   discrimination. False allegations against   employees and employers, for 
example, can   be intimidating and may result in action being   taken that is 
disproportionate. Adrian Smith,   a housing manager in Trafford, was demoted   for 
â€œgross misconductâ€• after a colleague   complained when he described same-
sex   marriage in church as â€œan equality too farâ€•.6  Rev Brian Ross was 
removed from his post   as a police chaplain because he disagreed   with gay 
marriage on his personal internet   blog. Strathclyde Police said Rev Brian Ross   
could hold his beliefs in private, but publicly   expressing them was a breach of their 
equality   and diversity policy.7  ï‚„ People who express disagreement with samesex 
marriage are already facing difficulties.   There are clearly different views on this 
issue,   and many people hold to the historic and   long-standing definition of 
marriage, which   is a belief worthy of respect in a democratic   society. Those 
holding that view have a right to   be able to express it freely.  ï‚„ In recent years, 
the vilification of those stating   traditional beliefs about marriage has created a   
climate of fear. There has been a chilling effect   on free speech that has left the 
expression   of some views something that is beyond the   pale in many contexts. In 
theory, religion or   belief is a protected characteristic that should   be defended 
under equality law. In practice,   equality law has been used to create a culture   in 
which people feel that perfectly legitimate   views can no longer be aired.  ï‚„
 Specific amendments are necessary to protect   the right to free speech and 
debate. They   need to apply across public order and equality   laws, including 
employment and goods and   services. As a bare minimum amendments   need to 
make clear that merely discussing   or criticising same-sex marriage is not, on its   
own, a form of discrimination for the purpose   of equality law or a breach of public 
order   legislation. Such changes would help those   who believe in traditional 
marriage to feel free   to discuss the issue with their colleagues or   customers, 
employees or employers. It would   send an important message to those who are   
quick to label any disagreement with same-sex   marriage as â€˜bigotedâ€™.  
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Would you like to comment on any other wider issues in relation to the Bill that 
are not mentioned above? 

No 

Are you responding as... 

a faith/belief-based organisationa faith/belief local group or congregation 
a private individual 
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